Easter Napkin Ring
and Place Card
Featuring the March Paper Pack from Herrschners®

Materials
One 12" × 12" sheet of dark purple cardstock paper
One 12" × 12" sheet Light Purple cardstock paper
One 12" × 12" sheet of white cardstock paper
One 12" × 12" sheet of light purple marbled or floral print paper
One 11 ⁄2 " square vellum design for each napkin ring
McGill® Craftivity™ 115 ⁄16 " × 27 ⁄16 " stacking oval punch
Scrapbook Adhesives™ E-Z Runner™ Adhesive Dispenser
Scrapbook Adhesive E-Z Squares™ Adhesive Dispenser
Hobby Knife
Paper trimmer
Cutting mat
Ruler
Fine-tip green marker
Napkin Ring Instructions
Use the paper trimmer to cut one 7" × 11 ⁄2 " strip of dark purple
cardstock paper and one 8" × 3 ⁄8 " strip of light purple marbled
print paper for each napkin ring. Using the hobby knife and
cutting mat, make 5 ⁄8 " vertical slits across the length of the dark
purple cardstock strip, each approximately 1 ⁄2 " apart. Be sure the
slits are in the center of the strip. Weave the light purple print
paper strip through the slits. Trim so it is the same length as the
dark purple strip and secure ends using the E-Z Squares
Adhesive Dispenser. Form a ring with the dark purple strip and
secure ends using the E-Z Squares Adhesive Dispenser. Turn the
vellum square 90 degrees and attach with adhevsive to the front
of the napkin ring, tucking the corners into the slits. Use a
different vellum square for each napkin ring to create a unique
gift for each guest.
Place Card Instructions
Use the paper trimmer to cut one 3" × 4" piece of white
cardstock paper for each place card. Fold in half vertically and
set aside. Make two “eggs” from the light purple cardstock paper
using the oval stacking punch. Use the paper trimmer to cut one
12" × 1 ⁄4 " strip of light purple floral print paper. Using the hobby
knife and cutting mat, make 3 ⁄8 " vertical slits at random on the
egg. Weave the light purple print paper strip through the slits.
Trim the end and secure to the back of the egg with adhesive.
Use the E-Z Runner Adhesive Dispenser to attach the second
purple egg to the back of first “woven” egg, covering the print
paper strip on the back of the egg. (One side of the egg should
be plain purple and the other side should be purple with print
woven throughout.) Use the adhesive dispenser to attach the egg
to the side of the place card. Write the guest’s name on the white
cardstock place card.
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Suggested Materials
March Paper Pack
Herrschners Item #: 729179
McGill® Craftivity™ Oval Punch
Herrschners Item #: 726763
Scrapbook Adhesives™ E-Z Runner™
Herrschners Item #: 861645
Scrapbook Adhesives™ E-Z Squares™
Herrschners Item #: 861677
Hobby Knife
Herrschners Item #: 863971
Paper Trimmer
Herrschners Item #: 720004
To order, visit Herrschners.com

